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Spring has sprung, and CHANGE is in the air!
By Debra Kerby, Executive Director

Welcome to the “first” issue of thrive!
For our child sponsors, it will look the same–but for monthly
supporters who are used to seeing a similar magazine published
under the masthead impact, the name will be new.
We’ve combined the two magazines to save on printing
and mailing costs. The magazine will remain semi-annual,
published in Spring and Fall, and it will continue to bring
you updates from across our countries of operation about the
children, families and projects that your generous contributions
help support.
Our goal as always is to ensure that we are providing quality
content to keep you informed about the programs that our
local partners are delivering in communities around the world
who benefit from your generosity.
We will continue to bring you stories of specific children and
families who participate in education, nutrition, food security
and livelihoods programs; plus, we will keep you up to date
on longer-term and broader-scale projects that your support
is making possible, such as the Climate Change Adaptation
in Northern Ghana Enhanced (CHANGE) project which is
entering its second year of implementation. Check out Closing
the hunger gap in Ghana on pages 6-7 to learn more about how
CHANGE is working to benefit thousands of smallholder farm
families and their children, and the next steps that will ensure
these improvements are sustainable.
In other news, we learned earlier this year that Canadian
Feed The Children won the Voluntary Sector Reporting Award
of Excellence for Financial Reporting Transparency for the
second year in a row in our category. For the past three years,
CFTC has entered our annual report in the VSRAs, because
we want to stay ‘top of class’ in our financial reporting
to you. The in-depth third-party review provided by the
VSRA organizers (Queen’s Centre for Governance and the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Ontario, backed by
accounting firm Grant Thornton) has year after year enabled
us to improve our reporting practices, and demonstrate our
commitment to strong governance and accountability. Plus,
the $5,000 award offsets the cost of producing the annual
report–that’s $5,000 that can go directly to the children we
are all here to support!
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Thanks to everyone who submitted a response to our
March, 2014 Supporter Survey. We are grateful for
the open, honest feedback and are acting on what
we’ve learned to ensure we continue to be the kind of
organization you are proud to support!
One of the most consistent findings in our March 2014
donor survey was that you want to hear specifics about
the impact you are making on children around the world
via both soft and hard copy publications such as thrive!
but you also want us to keep a close eye on administrative
costs. Combining our two semi-annual magazines into one
is one way we can meet this dual mandate.
Another thing we heard was that many of you miss the
hard copy publication of our annual report. We have
moved our annual report online, reducing considerably
the production and mailing expense. As of this issue of
thrive! we’ll be incorporating some of the key “facts and
figures” that are included in our (award-winning!) annual
report into this publication (see pages 10 - 11). Plus,
we’ll be sending a link to the PDF version of the annual
report in a separate email later this summer. Please
make sure you have “Canadian Feed The Children” on
your email safe list and watch for it!

Finally, if you’re in Toronto on June 10th, you are warmly invited
to join us at the bi-annual CFTC Evening of Appreciation event,
being held this year at Evergreen Brick Works. This family-friendly
event features a traditional First Nations performance and
CFTC’s International Artisan Marketplace, plus–new this year–
CFTC’s ‘Children’s Corner’. The event is funded through the
generous donations of sponsors and volunteers, and via revenue
generated from the Artisan Marketplace–another way we stay
fiscally responsible but also create opportunities to express our
thanks and communicate the impact of your support!
On behalf of the entire CFTC staff, our Board of Directors, and
representatives from our country offices who will be joining us,
we really hope to see you there if you’re in the neighbourhood!

Debra Kerby
Executive Director

Executive Director Debra Kerby with Board ViceChair David Pell (right) and VSRA presenter Rod
Barr (left) at the Voluntary Sector Reporting Awards
in February 2014. CFTC won first place in our
category for the second year running.

An Evening of Appreciation
~ in celebration of your continued support ~
Please join Canadian Feed The Children for
a family-friendly event hosted at Evergreen Brick Works
featuring a live traditional First Nations performance,
CFTC’s International Artisan Marketplace
and new this year, CFTC’s Children’s Corner.
Meet our visiting country representatives and
learn more about the amazing impact of your support,
while enjoying delicious hors d’oeuvres and refreshments.

thrive!

Spring/Summer 2014
Vol. 4, Issue 1
Your comments and questions are
welcome. Please contact:
The Editor
174 Bartley Drive, Toronto, ON M4A 1E1
Tel 416-757-1220 | 1-800-387-1221
Fax 416-757-3318
contact@CanadianFeedTheChildren.ca
www.CanadianFeedTheChildren.ca

Join us on:
CanadianFeedTheChildren

Tuesday, June 10th, 2014
6:30 to 9:00 pm
Evergreen Brick Works, Young Welcome Centre
550 Bayview Avenue, Toronto

@cdnfeedchildren
Canadian-Feed-The-Children

Please RSVP by Monday, June 2nd, 2014
Kim Lawson
1-800-387-1221 ext 266 or
klawson@canadianfeedthechildren.ca
A special thank you to our sponsors and volunteers
who make this night possible.

Charitable Registration
No. 11883 0983 RR0001

FSC LOGO
GOES HERE
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Sponsorship
lets children be
children

Wondimegen is 13 years old and has been a CFTC sponsored child for the past six years.

“I continue to believe that if children are
given the necessary tools to succeed, they
will succeed beyond their wildest dreams.”
David Vitter, U.S. Senator

Removing the burden of schooling costs has also meant that
Wondimegen’s grandmother can afford to feed the children
in her care each day. “I eat injera every day, usually with potato
sauce and sometimes meat. I love dorowot, which is an Ethiopian
chicken stew made with lots of onions and boiled egg,” he said.

Thirteen-year-old Wondimegen lives with his grandmother
in Woliso, Ethiopia, and has been a CFTC sponsored child
for the last six years. “My parents are separated. My dad lives
80km away, and my mum lives in Jima, about 250 km away,”
he said. Wondimegen relies on his grandmother to be his
sole caregiver.

Wondimegen helps clean around the house, and takes
great pride in his ability to prepare the elaborate Ethiopian
coffee ceremony for his grandmother: “I can go through the
whole process of making coffee–from grinding the coffee seed, to
making and serving the coffee,” he said.

He has lived in Woliso since we was seven years old. “There
is another child in our household–she is 16 years old. She is
my grandmother’s sister’s child, but I see her as my sister,” he
said. Grandparents, like Wondimegen’s grandmother, are
often left to care for multiple children if the child’s parents
fall ill or move away. But through programming like
CFTC’s child sponsorship, the financial burden of paying
for school fees, uniforms and materials is lifted from the
shoulders of these guardians.

Wondimegen’s experience shows how child sponsorship can
remove the barriers children and their families face trying
to afford to send their children to school. Because of his
sponsorship, Wondimegen is proud to go to school in his
uniform and with the supplies he needs. Child sponsorship has
given him the self-confidence to make friends and excel in school,
and has given him the well-rounded childhood he deserves.

“I have been a sponsored child since I was in KG3, and I am
now in fifth grade, and my favourite subject is English. Through
my sponsorship, I have received school uniforms, exercise books
and been able to participate in extracurricular activities with
the other children,” he said.
Instead of worrying about working during the hours he
is not in school, his sponsorship has given Wondimegen
the freedom to be a child. He enjoys studying and playing
football. “We have a playground in the village, and I love to
play there,” he said.
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For Wondimegen and most Ethiopian boys, football is a big part
of their lives. CFTC sponsorship partner ISAPSO supports this
team in Woliso to ensure children have recreational, as well as
educational, opportunities.

Dorine dreams big in Uganda
Inspired by her mom, CFTC sponsored child
Dorine dreams of a future as an accountant.
The ultimate goal of CFTC’s child sponsorship approach
is to give children the foundations they need to secure a
successful, poverty-free future for themselves and their own
children. We pay close attention to children not in isolation,
but as members of a family and a community. That is
why CFTC’s child sponsorship approach is communitybased. And that is why the opportunity to meet with and
get to know children within the context of their home and
community is such an important story to share.
Amboka Wameyo, CFTC’s Africa Regional Program
Manager, had the opportunity to do just that when she
visited Nabirye (“Beatrice”) and her daughter Dorine in
January 2014. Because school was out for the holiday, she
met the 47-year-old widow and her 11-year-old daughter in
the family’s home in Bugiri District, Uganda.
Dorine, now in Grade 6, has been a CFTC-sponsored child
since 2008. “My child being selected to the sponsorship program
has not only benefited her but has benefited other children in
the home,” explained Beatrice. “When Dorine gets support,
even books, she shares with other children in the family.”
Dorine and her siblings Jessica, Leah and Reagan attend
Bukuta Primary School. Along with school supplies and a
uniform, Dorine particularly enjoys the porridge she receives
at school “twice a day at 10 o’clock and one o’clock,” she said,
“and the children in the lower class get porridge once a day
because their day ends at 1 p.m. and they come back home.”

Doreen, shown here with her youngest brother Reagan, says: “I
love to calculate. When I complete school, I want to become an
accountant. I am already practising by helping my mother with
her business records.”

Beatrice is proud of her ability to properly care for her
children now. “My children eat three times a day and they
attend school every day. They never miss.”
With Dorine sponsored, Beatrice was able to take advantage
of other supports available to her through sponsoring
partner UCOBAC. She received training and participates in
a community savings group, which has helped her establish a
business selling baked goods at the local market, in addition
to earning income from farming.
“Since I got involved in the training, I feel like I am more
settled as a mother and have more time to take care of my
children. I feel like I have control over my life and I can
manage my income.” Beatrice said.
Despite not having completed Grade 6 herself, Beatrice
says her greatest hope is “that all my children receive an
education. I know education is an investment and I will
benefit from that investment.”
With her own capacity to earn a living established, and
with the support of generous sponsors for Dorine, the
chance of Dorine’s dream to become an accountant coming
true looks positive.
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Osman Naporu and his wife Wasila Mohammed, who farm two acres
of land (along with their sons) in Yilikpani, Northern Region, Ghana.

Closing the hunger
gap in Ghana
The effects of climate change are hitting
the three regions of northern Ghana hard.
Agriculture–on which 85 per cent of the
population depends for food and income–is
primarily rain-fed and reliant on a single
rainy season. But the rains don’t come when
they used to, and when they do come, they
don’t last as long and they fall on soils so
depleted that flooding and run-off occurs.
That means that the hunger gap–the period
of time between the last harvest and food
being available from the next–is widening.
Although poverty and malnutrition rates have dropped in
southern Ghana, rates in the northern regions are two to three
times higher than the national average, and they are climbing
along with rates of malaria and new diseases like meningitis.
The hunger gap is growing as the cumulative effects of climate
change and endemic poverty mount. The groundnut crop–a
key source of protein for households in the north – failed
almost entirely across many districts in northern Ghana in
2013 because the rains came too late. Mothers took to the
fields and ever-thinning forests to gather edible fruits, seeds and
leaves to supplement their meagre food stores.
Women and children bear the brunt of the burden that
poverty and climate change is imposing on northern Ghana.
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And women, in particular, are least equipped to implement
adaptation actions that will to boost their own and their
families’ resilience in the face of the impacts of climate change.
In this context, CFTC’s CHANGE (Climate Change
Adaptation in Northern Ghana Enhanced) project was
implemented in March 2013. CHANGE has made great
headway addressing some of the root causes of poverty and
hunger in northern Ghana.
Funded for the first 15 months by a $2-million grant from
Canada’s Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade & Development
and additional funding from coalition partner Farm Radio
International as well as CFTC donors, the project is
transitioning to phase two and its key food security strategies
will be extended through December 2015.

Farmer-based organizations:
Power in numbers
Strengthening farmer-based organizations, or FBOs, has been a
critical aspect of the CHANGE project. FBOs are the linchpin:
they act on behalf of their members to access resources from the
community and local and regional governments – everything
from certified seed, to agricultural extension workers, to farm
credit, to community and ministry expertise.

Mango grafting in the Upper West Region is a strategy aimed at
improving women’s income and engagement in agricultural activities.

Community-led training at the root of
CHANGE
Community participation and community-led training are at
the root of CHANGE. CFTC and its implementing partners
(RAINS in the Northern Region; TradeAID in the Upper East
Region; and TUDRIDEP in the Upper West Region) have
used a participatory model of development to reach more than
400,000 people in 17 communities through CHANGE.
Working with Savanna Agricultural Research Institute, Ghana
Meteorological Agency (GMet) and CARE Ghana, five
modules of climate-smart agricultural training were rolled
out in a stepped-down model, starting with 12 Ministry
of Food and Agriculture extension agents and extending
to 17 community extension agents in each of the project
communities, and from there to the farmers themselves.
Supplementing the in-person training was radio programming
in local languages broadcast by four radio stations.
More than 2,000 farmers in the communities received direct
training and learned new skills that will help them better adapt
to specific climate threats. To remedy the significant problems
of soil infertility and declining crop yields, they’ve learned to
plant in rows, plough across slopes, space their plants properly
for maximum growth, and choose early-maturing crops. Other
climate-smart practices like mulching; ploughing plant material
back into the soil, instead of burning it; mixed cropping – that is,
planting legumes, cereals, roots and tubers successively to reduce
pressure on soil capacity; and using animal manure as compost
are new techniques to these farmers, and are already making a
noticeable difference in crop health.

Ninety-one per cent of farmers tested at least
one new agricultural practice as a result of the
training they received, and 48 per cent reported
a positive impact on their crop yields (up from
13 per cent in 2012), despite the very difficult
2013 growing season.

CHANGE has supported the creation of 58 new FBOs,
bringing the total number registered to 112. Eighty-three per
cent of farmers belong to an FBO, and over two-thirds of
members are women (up from virtually zero participation by
women at the project’s inception).
FBOs are now better organized, more skilled, and able to
advocate for their members, raising issues and needs up to the
district planning offices in each region and opening a channel for
the voice of the smallholder farmer to be heard at the policy level.

Strengthening the role of women
Women in project communities are particularly vulnerable to
the devastating effects of climate change. They do not have secure
land tenure; land is usually granted to them by their husbands, and
women farm this land only after first assisting on their husband’s
land. In addition to imposing heavy labour loads on women,
cultural traditions in northern Ghana often prevent women’s active
participation in decision making, resulting in fewer options for
women to earn an income and feed their children.
To remedy this, CHANGE has encouraged women to
participate in the community-based climate-smart training, and
to join and take leadership roles in farmer-based organizations.
Women have been trained as community extension agents,
and CHANGE also works through the FBOs and community
leaders to support women’s access to land.

Fairuza Sulemana leads a 40-member FBO in Zoosali, Northern
Region, and is a two-time delegate representing the voice of the woman
smallholder farmer at the CHANGE Learning Forums held in Tamale.
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Women are now participating in farming activities at a
level previously unknown to them. Women’s status in their
communities and their full participation in development
activities that will ultimately benefit them and their children is
on the rise. Empowering women is a key driver for building
resilience to the impacts of climate change, and ensuring
greater food security for families. And where income from
farming is still unavailable to women because of lack of
access to land or other barriers, alternative income generation
opportunities have been bolstered.

“Given the chance to air concerns or say what
could have been done better, the women only
expressed how much they have benefitted and
thanked us for what the CHANGE project has
done. What they have benefitted from largely is
their involvement in all aspects of the project:
training in agricultural practices; the forming and
strengthening of women’s groups; training on
organizational and management skills; as well as
functional literacy training to help them better
market their products.”
Ellen Woodley, CHANGE Project Manager

TradeAID Integrated, a local NGO with whom CFTC has
partnered for many years, has strengthened the basket weaving
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organizations of the Upper East Region. Through CHANGE,
600 women (formed into 20 groups) have gained access to new
markets, been trained in micro-enterprise skills, and secured land
to grow vetiver grass, the raw material used for basket weaving.
With new skills and stronger organizations, 89 per cent of the
basket weavers reported that their income increased in 2013.
Similar initiatives, including tree nursery management and
indigenous seed germination and distribution, are in place as
part of CHANGE, targeted specifically to women and based on
new innovations and revived traditional knowledge.

What’s next?
With the groundwork in place, CHANGE is looking to the future
to deepen and extend its impact on farming families’ lives.
CHANGE’s emphasis on capacity building gives farmers the
tools for sustainable improvements to their livelihoods, and builds
resilience to the impacts of climate change for the long term.
Beyond the farmers themselves, local implementing partners,
community and government extension agents, and radio
stations have new capacity to develop and continue to deliver
climate-smart agricultural programming – creating a ripple
effect and reaching many more women, children and men not
only in the current CHANGE communities but throughout
the regions well into the future.

More fruits and veggies on the menu
in Eel Ground, NB
“The quest for food security can be the common
thread that links the different challenges we
face and helps build a sustainable future.”
José Graziano da Silva, United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) Director-General

Each Fresh for Less box provides $30 worth of produce for
$15. So committed is the Eel Ground community to the
Fresh for Less program that staff and other residents have
pitched in to buy 19 boxes each month for community
members who cannot afford the $15 per month fee.
The program also has an education component, providing
tips on healthy eating and low-cost cooking methods as
well as safe food preparation, instruction on how to read
nutrition labels, and how to cook produce they may never
have tried before.
By supporting the Fresh for Less program, CFTC donors
are improving access to and affordability of these foods
and helping to break down the barriers that food insecure
families face to give their children the opportunity to
succeed, learn and grow.

Fresh for Less offers families living in Eel Ground, New
Brunswick the opportunity to purchase fresh vegetables and fruit
each month at discounted rates.

Food security–specifically, the lack of access or ability to
afford fresh, healthy and nutritious foods–is a persistent
problem for many families in the Eel Ground community in
New Brunswick.
Last year, in collaboration with the Eel Ground Health Centre,
CFTC initiated a discount healthy food box program called
Fresh for Less. This food-purchasing club was created to help
families in Eel Ground have better access to fresh fruit and
vegetables year round. Being a member means local families are
provided with regular, fresh, nutritious fruits and vegetables at
discounted, wholesale prices. The program was initially rolled
out to 35 families and has since grown to 58 families.
“Community members look forward to the Fresh for Less
boxes. Should they happen to forget to order a box, they are
disappointed and will ask if they can purchase one last minute,”
says Project Coordinator, Karen Sobey.

To keep up-to-date on this project and many
others, sign up for CFTC’s enewsletter! It’s
a monthly newsletter that arrives straight to
your inbox and keeps you up to speed on the
work that we do. Sign up today!
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HOW YOU

An infographic i
security, access

AGRICULTURE

4,031

farmers received
agricultural training
(including CHANGE)

5,393

Climate-smart and gender-sensitive
agricultural training and inputs, school
and community gardens support income
generation and boost food security
for thousands of students, teachers,
parents and communities.

•

Canada
NUTRITION

farmers received agricultural
inputs (seeds, tools, plants, livestock, etc.)

3.5 millio

7out of10are women
INCOME
GENERATION

meals & snac
•

Haiti

assists parents,
especially women, to
earn and save income to
provide for their families through
Self-Help Groups, Village Savings
& Loans Associations and other
micro-finance groups

•
VSLA, other micro319 self-help,
finance groups operating
(94 new groups in 2013)

8 out of 10 members are women
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UR SUPPORT HELPED CHILDREN THRIVE IN 2013

illustrating the key activities CFTC donors funded to drive improvements in food
to education and build capacity in our countries of operation.
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31,117 students
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129 teachers trained
43 PTAs in operation
classrooms
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schools provided with
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school supplies & equipment

& sanitation
11 water
facilities installed

2013

PRIMARY EDUCATION

is the most important factor in future life
outcomes, and increasing access to quality
education is key. CFTC's goal is to remove the
barriers to education to ensure that children especially girls - can attend, remain in and
graduate from school, and take advantage of
the increased earning potential that each
completed year of education promises.

Gender parity in primary school enrolment is being achieved in
CFTC's countries, with girls representing 50.2% of students.

•

Ghana

RLY CHILDHOOD CARE &
UCATION

ports the youngest children’s health and
lopment, enabling them to survive and
e during and beyond their first six years.
so teaches parents proper nutrition,
th and hygiene, encourages positive
nting, and offers much-needed resources
low parents to earn a living knowing their
dren are safe.

3,951 children enrolled in
39 ECCE centres
ECCE classrooms built
20 new
or renovated in 2013
educators (26 new) received
189 ECCE
70 trainings in 2013
713 parents received parenting skills training
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Introducing … Cheyenne Mary
Sharing learning and moving forward together in New Brunswick
As CFTC evolves its approach to
food security in Canada, we are
strengthening our commitment
to participatory, community-led
programming and capacitybuilding to address issues of
nutrition and food security at the
broader community level.
Cheyenne Mary
Our New Brunswick-based First
Nations partners are on their own journey to
change and have many learnings and experiences
to share with each other. We’ve enlisted a part-time
coordinator in New Brunswick to help facilitate
dialogue between them. Cheyenne Mary spoke with
us about her new role and why it’s an important
way to increase our impact for some of Canada’s
most vulnerable children.
Tell us a little bit about your background and
experiences prior to joining the CFTC team.
I am a Master’s-educated Aboriginal nurse, and I’ve worked
in several First Nations communities in NB. Elsipogtog was
my first nursing job out of nursing school 11 years ago. I’ve
also spent some time with the federal government at Health
Canada working at the First Nations and Inuit Health
Branch; that role was maternal health and child nursing and
my coverage area was all of Atlantic Canada.

Drumming at Mah-Sos School, Tobique First Nation.
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What most interested you in the role with CFTC as
New Brunswick Program Coordinator?
My area of focus is in community nursing. Even though
the CFTC role is not a nursing job per se, it is very much
a community health job and has a lot of similarities to
community health nursing. It’s about pulling in resources,
getting people to work together and to have a common
vision for what the community development project is
all about. Community nurses play a key role making sure
people are engaged and working together.
What is the scope of your responsibilities?
The scope of the work with CFTC is to be present in the
three First Nations communities that CFTC funds: Tobique
First Nation, Elsipogtog First Nation and Eel Ground First
Nation, each of which run full breakfast and lunch school
feeding programs. All three also have school gardens. My
job is to be an accessible resource to the project, available to
the community on a regular, as-needed basis. I am someone
available for the community to “pick my brain” about school
feeding, school gardens and other issues related to food,
nutrition, and health.
I’m fortunate to have known all the key players through
my previous work. I actually live across the river from
Elsipogtog and had worked in Eel Ground, so I wasn’t a new
face, or someone the community needed to get used to.
How important is it to be a member of the community
yourself when working in these communities?
It makes a huge difference. I have laid the groundwork in
my work and personal life for developing a relationship,
and having them see me as someone supportive and helpful.
Because I’m First Nations, my kids are, my husband is actually
from Elsipogtog, I understand their historical context, because
it’s also mine. I know how the politics work, how people can
become consumed by it, how it affects the project and the
funding treadmill that these communities find themselves on.
I know about sweat lodges, sweetgrass, and smudging to start
a meeting or gathering–communities don’t have to spend time
teaching that. Non-First Nations community workers have so
much more to learn.

That’s what’s so great, and why we have survived for 500
years of colonialism: there is such a strong community
spirit–when there’s an issue, it becomes a community
concern. The community rallies together to support other
community members. So they are trying to deal with drugs
and alcohol, but they saw that there were kids not coming
to school, kids coming to school hungry, coming to school
tired. They weren’t able to learn.

Taste Your Name at Eel Ground First Nation.

The community needed a solution, and giving children
breakfasts and lunches at school was a solution; it was a way
to get children to school, feed them, and help them to learn.
CFTC and its kind donors are a part of that solution.

What are you most excited about being able to
accomplish in the role?
What really excites me is the opportunity to be involved in food
security. Canadians think about First Nations communities as
being poor, and it’s true that in many communities there’s a
heavy reliance on social assistance. But there is also a growing
movement for people to do more things to help themselves.
In the role, I spend time helping communities and individuals
think about ways to approach food and nutrition on a tight
budget: if you only have $100 for food, how can you stretch
your dollar? E.g., making own pancake mix, potting up some
ever-bearing strawberries so you have fresh fruit all year round. I
get to encourage people to think about food differently.
We’ve gotten to the point where many communities feel
like dependents because that’s how the federal government
has treated us, but if we think about it, we have lived many
hundreds of years before we even had the idea of money, and
we got nutrition from the land. So there is a way to get back
to that, to support families to become self-reliant.
And then there are programs like Fresh for Less [Ed.: see story
on page 9]. People pay $15 for a basket and get $30 worth
of fresh produce. This program is an amazing success story.
In Eel Ground, about 60 families participate. To some, that
may not seem like a lot – but there are only 200 families in
Eel Ground! So that’s a huge number; that’s a 30 per cent
participation rate –much higher than in other communities
that have Fresh for Less.
What are your first impressions about the New Brunswick
communities and the CFTC programs in place?
In Elsipogtog, if it wasn’t for CFTC, they wouldn’t have a
breakfast program at all. Some people look at that and say
why are you giving breakfast and lunches in school for free;
that doesn’t happen in mainstream schools. But to me, this
is an example of a community that has found a problem and
sought a solution to that problem.

Grilled cheese, chocolate milk, fruit and carrot sticks for lunch at
Elsipogtog First Nation.

Have there been any early experiences you’ve had
that you’d like to share with CFTC donors who are
or are interested in becoming supporters of the New
Brunswick work?
Donors and groups like CFTC who want to work in partnership
with the community–not in a relationship where there is a huge
power imbalance, but as a partner–are deeply appreciated.
Especially in Eel Ground–a Theory of Change community–
the CFTC organization has come in to work with them to
achieve the goals that the community itself wants to achieve.
It helps the community immensely to know they have allies
‘on the outside,’ and that it is not the ‘big bad government.’
Communities have goals and dreams just like individuals,
so to have an organization come in wanting to partner with
them, not do for them, but work with them, makes a world
of difference. It’s certainly recognized and appreciated in
the community. Chief George Ginnish is so appreciative of
CFTC and its donors, and for the work that is being done
to support Eel Ground.
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Long-term volunteers create
long-term change
Community workers play hands-on role to support children’s health and education
CFTC’s local partner UCOBAC arrived in
the small community of Bugiri seven years
ago, and local resident Nanjala Amina has
seen the changes they have brought firsthand in her role as a community volunteer.
In January 2014, CFTC’s Africa Regional Program Manager,
Amboka, sat down with Nanjala at Bukuta Primary School
in Bugiri District to discuss the improvements she has seen
and the challenges the community still faces.
“As a volunteer for UCOBAC, I visit Bukuta School and
monitor how the school is operating,” Nanjala said. She often
helps prepare activities and events that happen at the school.

“I also follow-up with sponsored children to make sure they
are going to school,” she said. It is common in many rural
schools for volunteers or teachers to check in on students
who are absent from class. Identifying and helping remove
barriers that children might be facing when trying to attend
school –anything from illness to chores–is an important role
volunteers like Nanjala play.
Nanjala still remembers when UCOBAC first came to her
community in 2007: “They came with a team of officers from
the district and said they wanted to support vulnerable children.
They sensitized the community on the program.”
Asked what changes she has noticed since UCOBAC
arrived in 2007, Nanjala listed education, health and

Some of the many children supported by UCOBAC community
volunteers and CFTC donors in front of Bukuta Primary School,
Bugiri District, Uganda.
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development. “Under education, the biggest change I have
seen is that children are motivated and are willing to go to
school because they have educational materials,” she said.
Providing school supplies has always been a key element of
CFTC’s sponsorship model, and works to lift the financial
burden that families often face when trying to make their
resources stretch to cover school supplies. “Also the children
are fed here, and that motivates them further to stay in
school,” Nanjala said.

UCOBAC volunteer (in blue, right) and staff member visiting a
thriving field of maize in Bugiri District.

A challenge this community continues to face is leaking
roofs during the wet season, and while this may sound
inconsequential, it often means children are kept awake
during the night. “Children who live in leaking houses don’t
sleep well during the rainy season due to these leaking roofs,
and so they tend to doze during the day and when they come to
school they do not learn well,” Nanjala said.

Volunteer Nanjala Amina (left) with Bukuta Primary School
Deputy Headmaster Barasa Kennedy.

“We have learned how to maintain good hygiene and sanitation
through UCOBAC. We know that as we maintain good
hygiene our children are also remaining healthy. We also have a
balanced diet because of the seeds we are given, and encouraged
to grow by UCOBAC,” she said.
The public outreach that goes hand-in-hand with CFTC’s child
sponsorship program has resulted in a significant improvement
in overall health in the community. “I have witnessed a great
number of women taking their children for immunizations.
Previously, parents used to hide and feel scared of going for checkups, however, due to UCOBAC’s activities parents are now willing
to find out about their HIV status and other issues,” Nanjala said.
In many communities like this one in Uganda, the stigma that
accompanied being given an HIV-positive result effectively
ostracized entire families from their communities. But now,
thanks to the work CFTC donors are supporting through local
partner UCOBAC in communities like this one, the stigma is
slowly being eradicated as more knowledge is gained.

While there are still issues to be addressed, Nanjala speaks
highly of the changes she has seen in her community.
Nanjala now sees people planting and selling crops and
using the income to feed their families and pay for school
fees. This investment in the future generation is a powerful
result of the changes occurring in this community. “The
most beautiful thing is that whatever UCOBAC promised,
they fulfilled,” said Nanjala of the work that CFTC and
UCOBAC have accomplished together.

Some of Nanjala Amina’s fellow UCOBAC community volunteers.
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Year of Family Farming
2014 has been declared the International
Year of Family Farming by the UN Food &
Agriculture Organization. The purpose of
this declaration is to promote awareness
and understanding of the challenges
faced by smallholder farmers and to help
identify efficient ways to support them.
Canadian Feed The Children has honed our focus on food
security, and specifically the types of support we offer through
local partners to smallholder farmers and families who rely
on agriculture for sustenance and income. In addition to
expanding our lens to include building climate-change
resilience and incorporating gender-sensitive agricultural
practices in our beneficiary communities, we have also
invested in a number of innovative agricultural programs
around the world. Here’s the latest news on these programs.

A new cash crop for Ugandan families
Based in Entebbe, Uganda, CFTC partner HUYSLINCI
is one of the most innovative programmers among our
international roster of partners. Their “pay-it-forward”
livestock distribution system, delivered through a Village
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Savings & Loans Association (VSLA) structure, has helped
thousands of impoverished women gain skills in animal
breeding and care, improving food security for these women
and their children. HUYSLINCI’s latest agriculture program
takes a new direction: from chickens, goats and pigs to
mushrooms.
HUYSLINCI has initiated an indoor mushroom garden
project that helps parents grow and sell mushrooms
alongside existing initiatives such as kitchen gardens and

small animal reproduction and redistribution. It looks a little
strange, but the mushrooms are growing well and not only
do they have the potential to increase income, they will also
help to improve nutritional diversity.

Growing bigger mangoes in Ghana
CFTC’s partner TUDRIDEP, located in Ghana’s Upper
West Region, has supported the development of a unique
method of grafting mango seedlings onto trees which yields
a much larger fruit with shorter growing time. Larger fruit,
shorter growth period = higher value at market!
The mango grafting project has been underway as part of
CFTC’s Climate Change Adaptation in Northern Ghana
Enhanced (CHANGE) project for close to a year, but is
shortly to expand to include even more women at more
stages in the process, offering them what we hope will
become new income-generation opportunities.

smallholder farmers, and in particular the women tree nursery
managers, to be involved at each step, gaining skills and
expanding agricultural diversity with the goal of increasing
family income and improving resilience through climatechange adaptive agriculture processes. A win-win-win
situation for all.

Apiculture in Ethiopia and Ghana
Beekeeping (or more properly, “apiculture”) is getting great
buzz throughout Africa. Rearing honeybees to produce
honey and other products not only provides alternative
livelihood options, but it preserves biodiversity and increases
crop yields through more efficient pollination.

The entire process – from germinating the seed to grafting
it to harvesting it to selling it at market – enables Ghana’s

Beekeeping cooperative in Kewot Woreda district, Ethiopia.

CFTC has supporting beekeeping projects through partner
EDA in Ethiopia for many years, and has recently launched
a similar project in Ghana.
The 12-month Beekeeping for Income and Biodiversity (BIB)
pilot project is aimed at providing new income generation
opportunities for low- or no-income rural women in Ghana’s
Northern Region. CFTC’s local partner RAINS is planning
to establish 30 beehives in each of its two CHANGE project
communities, Biu and Bidima, for six women’s groups
comprising approximately 100 women. The soon-to-bebeekeeping women will be selected through Village Savings
& Loans Association (VSLA) microfinance programs, and
will be provided with training on beekeeping, financial
management, processing of honey and other bee products,
packaging, and marketing. Honey is in great demand as an
export commodity but Ghana’s current production capacity
significantly falls short of that demand, so there is a potential
for very high value for very low investment.
For further information on the International Year of Family Farming, see: www.fao.org/family-farming-2014
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School gardens take
root around the world
In Canada
As noted in 2013 by UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to
Food, Oliver de Schutter, school feeding, food literacy and
school garden programs should be funded as community-based
strategies to combat hunger and food insecurity in Canada.
CFTC supports local
partners right here in
Canada to start and grow
school garden programs.
In New Brunswick,
Elsipogtog First Nation
School has seen great
benefits to having a
school garden. Not only
do the gardens provide
nutritious fruits and
vegetables that may not
be part of the child’s daily diet, they also increase knowledge
about proper nutrition and environmental issues like climate
change, as well as reaching parents and community members
with important messages about proper nutrition and healthy
eating.
“Students are sharing with their parents and caregivers the
healthy eating messages they are receiving at school and asking
them to purchase some of the healthy foods they are having there.
They are also educating their parents on disease prevention. For
example, during a nutrition counselling session for diabetes, one
parent told me they had learned some of the recommendations
and healthy living practices from their child who had participated
in a diabetes education session at the school,” said Patricia
Murphy, a registered dietitian at Elsipogtog First Nation.
Even in Toronto, Canada’s largest urban centre, we are
working with the First Nations School of Toronto to
ensure their school garden program is benefiting the largest
number of children possible. Students have learned how
to grow a plethora of nutritious goodies: carrots, radish,
tomatoes, potatoes, broccoli, cabbage, peppers, onions,
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beets, strawberries, watermelon, cucumber, sage, rosemary,
basil, celery and cilantro. Students are exposed to foods that
they might not have tried before, and being able to taste and
enjoy foods that they’ve worked so hard to grow makes the
experience even more rewarding.
“In a population and communities with higher-than-average obesity
and diabetes rates, the school gardens can have a great impact with
the right investment and management,” said Genevieve Drouin,
CFTC’s Regional Program Manager – Americas.

In Bolivia
Heading south, we travel to Bolivia where school gardens
are starting to sprout at CFTC partner SCSJ’s after-school
centres in the La Paz suburbs of Las Lomas and Alpacoma.
Targeted to 400 children aged six to 12, the urban
community garden model is designed to build skills among
school children, parents, and educators in urban agriculture,
reduced-space gardening techniques, knowledge of food
and good nutrition, and awareness of environmental issues
related to growing food.
As in Canada, where
school gardens are
now well-established
as part of nutrition
education and food
security programs,
school gardens offer a
wide variety of benefits
to even the youngest
children who learn
where their food comes School teaching garden in Bolivia
from and gain immense
satisfaction from being able to plant and watch food grow.
Perhaps even more critical, parents are becoming involved
and learning about culturally-appropriate food preparation
and proper child nutrition. While there is a way to go to
grow enough food to supplement school feeding programs,
that is definitely the goal.

In Uganda
In Uganda, school gardens supplement in-school feeding
programs, improving school children’s nutrition and health,
enhancing academic performance, and reducing school
absenteeism.
CFTC supported eleven
schools in our partner
communities in Uganda
to plant school gardens in
2013. For most families
struggling in poverty,
school feeding programs
are a key attraction for
sending children to school.
“When children are fed here,
it motivates them to stay in school,” says community volunteer

Nanjala Amina of CFTC’s local partner, UCOBAC. “We
have balanced diets because of the seeds we are given and
encouraged to grow.”
School attendance increased in our partner schools in
Uganda by 26 per cent in 2013 over 2012, due at least in
part to school feeding, including school gardens. And in just
one growing season, the garden at Bukuta Primary School
in Bugiri District produced 15 100-kg bags of corn and
two bags of beans–enough to supplement school feeding.
Students, teachers and parents are all looking forward to the
2014 planting season.
In addition to improving dietary diversity, school gardens
give students practical skills and knowledge. Many families
in rural Uganda rely on kitchen gardens to feed their families
and earn an income and the techniques these children learn at
school will equip them to carry on these traditional activities
using more effective and sustainable methods.

Capacity building in Uganda & Ghana
CEDO (Child Rights Empowerment and Development
Organization) in Uganda and RAINS (Regional Advisory
& Information Network Systems) in Ghana have each
received major grants from USAID and Comic Relief,
respectively, and each attribute their success directly to
the strength they’ve build with CFTC support.
CEDO’s USAID funding will enable them to implement
a governance, participation and accountability project
in Masindi and Buliisa Districts over the next two
years. Executive Director Byabasaija Abdallah said:
“When CFTC came on board in 2010, we were loose
and activity-based only. But since CFTC, we have really
strengthened. We attribute our current capacity entirely
to the capacity that CFTC has built. The learning forums
with CFTC have really helped us to grow.”

“caught [Comic Relief’s] attention and we believe are
the reason why our grant application was successful.
The grant will allow us to continue and expand our
work in more communities to support children.”
Receiving major grants from well-established funders
is a testament to the strength that now exists in these
organizations, and will ensure their future growth.
CFTC’s supporters can share our pride, knowing that you
have helped develop these partners’ abilities and will
improve the lives of even more children and families.

RAINS has been awarded a £750,000 grant from
Comic Relief, the U.K.-based poverty alleviation
charity. Executive Director Hardi Tijani said that
the climate vulnerability and capacity assessments
developed through their participation in the CHANGE
project, and the village savings and loans association
concept learned from CFTC’s other African partners:
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Leave a legacy and build a future.
Gifts from one generation to another help children thrive.

Are you looking for ways to leave a legacy
for the next generation? A gift in your Will
to Canadian Feed The Children can help
you take advantage of estate tax benefits
and realize your philanthropic goals.
Your gift will help provide children with
improved nutrition and access to education,
and offer their families sustainable food
security and livelihoods that create a
future full of potential.
Call today for your free Will kit:
Cheryl Weldon
1-800-387-1221 ext. 227
CWeldon@CanadianFeedTheChildren.ca
or visit: www.canadianfeedthechildren.ca/legacygifts
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